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December,
Some cusl.omers have expressed shock

that we would ask, through Kerrny
Waters' article last month, whether
secularism is overtaking grace at Peppercline Univelsity (see also "Forum," pp.
2I-22). They indicated that they expectecl
Mission to question everylhing "conser-
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TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE

SCRIPTURES AND THEIR

MEANING .. . TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE THE
WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION..,

TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MËANING OÊ
GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD,"

EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967

vative" but nothing "liberal."
Quite apart from the lact that Waters
was ex¡rressing his own viewpoint (as he
admitted), it's apparently necessary to restate our intent to provide an open forum
for a// responsiblc Christian viewpoirlts.
We are no more conrmitted to being glib
lib than we âre to accepting tradition without question.
Obviously thejournal has an identif iable editorial viewpoint*one that is rarely
accused of' being to the right ol center
among Churches of'Christ. But the inte-
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view, ample exposure to the right, as well.
A common dillicLrlty here is that nrany
conservatives do not want to appear in
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journal that prourises to allow
the other sicle to appear also. Ilence, as

print in
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By Richord T. Hughes

they gradually stop sending articles, most

"open f'orums" become more

liberal.

Then, when sonleone like Waters questions what he views as a liberal drif't,
everyone's surprised.
We are no more interesl.ed in serving as
a liberal, or secular, house olgan, than as
cielenders
conventional orthodoxy.
Our quest is I'or a way to sort out traclition
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lrom gospel, sectari¿ìnism f-rom the
universal body of' Christ, secular flabbiness lrom

a boldly Christian

stance.

Neither right nor lelt is immune f'rom the
temptation to blur these distinctions by
elevatíng ideology into idolatry. For truly
open .journalism, there can be no sacred
cows.
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No olf'ense to our politicos, but that reminds me of'Norman Farks' f-rank ex-

amination of' those "of' us" in Washington
(p. l). ns always, strch statclncnts irrvitc
other viewpoints. Conservativc, liberal, or
¡r'¿re

like mine.
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Çongress

By htonmqn L. Pqrks
It was in the closing days of Nixon's seventh crisis' The
nation had hung hourly on the impeachment hearings of
the House Judiciary Committee. The effective end came
sucldenly and unexpecteclly with the presentation by an
unheralded southern congressman. Speaking simply and
forcefully, Ray Thornton of the Arkansas Fourth District
stated the case against the Plesident in terms that gripped
the attention of millions of TV viewers. His manner, his

soft Arkansan accent,

ancl his mastery

of the facts left no

gap in the solid wall of credibility he erected' A whole peo

ple went to bed that night knowing not oniy that Nixon
was done for, but also that there was in the House a man
of worthy stature.
Thornton haci reason to lollow a more circumspect
course. His rural district across the south end of the state
had voted 69 percent for Nixon, and his brethren in the
Church of Christ ha<l nationally cast the highest Republican vote of any identifiable group in America. Yet he has
gone on to establish himsell among the new breed of fairly
liberal political leaders who are giving a fresh image to
Arkansas.

Thornton is one of seven congressional public servants
who are members of non-instrumentai Churches of
Christ. Apart from Rep. Delbert Latta of Ohio, they are
exclusively from the "Sunbelt," that geographic half moon
stretching from the California Bay area to Norfolk, a
region grown alfluent from the vast federal military investments since World War II' In this region the Church
of Christ grew spectacularly for a time, shedding its paeifism and its other-worldliness and becoming pro-military,
middle.class conservative, and civil-religion-minded.

Within its small congressional membership,

the
BerRep'
and
Thornton
ideological spread stretches from
nie Sisk (California's Central Valley) on the left to the
aging Omar Burleson (Abilene, Texa.s) and Latta on the
right. In between, elu:kwise, fall retiring Joe Evins (Midclle Tennessee), Rep. Marilyn Lloyd (Chattanooga), ancl
Sen. James B. Allen (þ{orth Alabama). Apart from their
party affiliation as Democrats ancl the prayer breakfasts
DECEMtsËR.1976

which they share with congressional employees, the group
holds few major issue positions in common. One has been
a common opposition to busing to achieve interracial
educational equality. Another, surprisingly, in view of the
wilcl agitation of'Church of Christ preachers against the
Equal Rights Amendment, is mild but unanimous support
of the ERA.r
Latta, the non-Sunbelt member, played the "heavy" role
opposite Thornton in the TV impeachment drama. As an
impeachnrent inquiry loomed in the House, Nixon and his
party leadership had become alarmed over what looked
like weak support in the Judiciary Committee. An unexpected committee vacâÍtoy gave them the opportunity to
choose a noholds-barred defender whose job it was to undermine and defeat the investigation. The choice fell on
Latta to be Nixon's point man. He played the role to the
hilt, and left the committee after the hearings closed.
Latta repeatedly called for the discontinuation of the
hearings as a waste of the taxpayers'money, He scored Republican counsel Albert Jenner for having once recom-

mended

the decriminalization of prostitution.

If

his

economy-prudishness stanee failed to clivert the committee or win the national public, it had no unfavorable impact on his district, where in 1914 he won for the ninth

A member of the Macomb Church of
Christ, his voting record on fifteen key issues during the
recent congress w¿ìs almost identical to that of fellow
Restorationist Om¿rr Burleson across the aisle.
Prior to 191?- rhe group had also included Rep. William
Anderson and Rep. Lamar Baker. The former had won international fame for taking a submarine under the north
polar ice cap. His growing opposition to the Vietnam wâr, a
strong liberal stance, and his courageous defense of the
Berrigan brothers, not to mention his Catholic wif'e, riled
the fundamentalists of the Sixth District of Tennessee,
which includes prosperous east Memphis, and he went
down in the Republican landslide oÍ 19"Ì2' His deleat by
I 7,000 votes can probably be accounted for by Church of
successive time.

Christ votes alone.

ì23

$

Baker, a Lipscomb graduate and the operator of a Chattanooga janitorial supply service, had ridden the coattails
of Republican Sen. Brock to victory in 1970. He became
the leader of the righrwing "Republican Steering Commit-

Burleson, the group votes to the left of the Church of
Christ ideological center. As "Sunbelt" representatives
they reflect the perceptible glacial shift of this vast region
leftward at the very time the Church of Christ leadership

tee," all di+hard Nixonites, and was washed out by the

is still moving rightward.2 This is not to say that the region
is yet liberal, but it is moving in that direction, even as the

1974 Watergate deluge and the addition

of

several
Democratic counties to his district. In spite of his age (61)

and contrary to precedent, he recently returned from
Washington, where he was privately employed, and attempted-unsuccessful, as it turned out-against the
popular and resourceful Mrs. Lloyd.

b the present six "Sunbelt"

members
represent "Light on Capitol Hill," as the Firm Foundation
recently proclaimed? To the extent that scandal is not attached to any name, unless Burleson's former penchant
for'Junketeering" over the globe at public expense aF
proached it, this might be true€xcept for the fact that
most congressmen are free of the odor of scandal.
If "Light" implies a more enlightened social conscience
or a higher ethical guide to the issues of the day, the group
does not stand out above the majority. Where does "Light"
stand with respect to the defense of civil liberties, the creation of a consumer protection agency, the financing of the
B-l bomber, the manufacturing of nerve gas, the veto of
the strip mining bill, the expansion of the anti-ballistic

missile program, legal aid for poverty victims, the oil
depletion allowance, easy voter registration, aid to depen-

dent children, or campaign finance reform?

Since

Burleson and Allen are to be lound consistently on the
conservative side of these issues and from one to four
have been aligned on the opposite side, the "Light"
analysis is not a dependable guide.

In

4

general we can say that, apart

124

from Allen

and

once-conservative Northeast gradually became liberal.
Factors are the growing power of labor along with growing
industry, the marked increase in education, and the breakdown in isolation. This sociological movement has slowed
down the growth of the Church of Christ, which has fallen
in growth rate from first to twelfth among America's religious bodies. It is important to examine the career of
each of the six Church of Christ members to see if religion
in any revealing way affects legislative behavior or colors
response to public needs or pressure group interests.

From Abilene Christian have come two ex-students
who constitute the opposite ideological poles of the
group-Messrs. Burleson and Sisk. For thirty years the
former has represented the "heart of Texas" district with
Abilene as its capital. Its special interests are ranching and

oil, and its ideology is profoundly conservative.

Since

Burleson is to the right of most Republicans, the party no
longer fields candidates against him. He mounted the
seniority ladder in the House until he had within his reach

the prize of prizes-a committee chairmanship.

If it

was

only House Administration, the notorious Wayne Hays
demonstrated the great power it could wield. But Burleson
gave it up when Big Oil pressed him to shift to the Ways

and Means Committee to protect the 27th percent oil
depletion allowance. Although Burleson thirsted for the
shift, liberals blocked it until Nixon won the presidency in
1968. Ironically, his role was not enough to save Big Oil's
"baby," which fell victim to Sen. Albert Gore's tax reform
drive.
Burleson is also the darling of the military and arms in-

dustry, supporting an ever-expanding military budget.

REP. RAY THORNTON

REP. DELBERT LATTA

REP. OMAR BURLESON

(Democrat, Arkansas)

(Democrat, Ohio)

(Democrat, Texas)
DECEMBER.
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The National Security Council (NSI),

which represents these interests, has
given him an average rating of95 percent, and the reactionary Americans

for Constitutional Action is not far
behind with its accolade.s In contrast,
he has won a big 0 percent from the

Americans for Democratic Action
(ADA), and a 2.6 percent average
from the League of Women Voters
(LWÐ. Recent votes on key issues

show him opposed to foreign aid,
abortion aid, poverty legal aid, easy
voter registration, busing, public
transportation subsidies, federal fìnancing of congressional elections,
cutting off arms to Turkey, and youth
camp assistance to states which meet
feflerally prescribed standards; and for

REP. BERNIE SISK

REP. JOE EVINS

the strip mine veto, nerve gas prG
(Democrat, California)
(Democrat, Tennessee)
duction, the B-l bomber, and an expanded ABM defense.
benefìt big farmers in the Central Valley, particularly
Bernie Sisk is a transplanted "dust bowler" to the
Grapes of Wrath territory of California. He became a day
laborer, refrigerator salesman, orchard and vineyard
worker, and operator of a tire business in Fresno. Entering
congress in 1954, he voted for years like a northern liberal,
but as the Reagan power mounted in the state, he began to

adjust

to the new political

environment. Originally

assigned to the Rules Committee to provide a liberal vote,

Sisk killed the home rule bill for the District of Columbia
in 1966. Old-time southerners like Burleson and Colmer
backed him for majority leader in 1970, but Big Labor torpedoed his candidacy . ln 197 4 his challenge of Phillip Burton, chairman of the liberal Democratic Study Group, for
the leadership of the Democratic Caucus failed decisively.
Since then, Sisk has appeared to swing again leftward with
the victory of Governor Brown and the thinning out of the
old-line southerners.

J.G.

Boswell, a cotton farmer who has received more that $4
million in subsidies, and his efforts to take away the
boycott from Cesar Chavez's United Farm Workers.
Governor Carter's visit and pledge of support to Chavez
created a challenge in Sisk's district in 1976, where the
children of the Oakies, many of them church members,
view with disfavor the efforts of the Chicanos to escape
the conditions which their Oakie parents once suffered.

L. Evins is

bowing out after thirty years of
unchallenged representation in Middle Tennessee, of one
Joe

of the most solidly Democratic districts of the nation. This
is the district which produced the illustrious Cordell Hull
and the populist liberal, Albert Gore. It is an area of small
farmers and little businesses, and is overwhelmingly
white. Partly because of his seven years of service with the
Federal Trade Commission, Evins followed the footsteps

Texas champion of small business and
ultimately rose to the chairmanship of the Small Business
Committee. As chairman of the Public Works Sub-committee, he became custodian of all pork barrel legislation
and used his position to shower projects on his home district. The small town of Smithville, where Evins resides,

of the great

I n -un, ways, the genial congressman

is

now the most leftish of the church of christ group, as
reflected in the following recent average ratings: ADA 54
percent, Labor's COPE 91 percent, LWV 71 percent, NationalFarmers Union 84 percent, the National Association

of Businessmen (NAB) 10 percent, and ACA 19 percent.
As is the case with most Church of Christ members, he
also enjoys a high rating from the arms industry (NSI) of
89 percent. He has voted opposite to Burleson on almost
all key issues except busing and military spending in the

past three years.

The other side of Sisk, as focused upon by Nader's
Raiders, has been his sponsoring of water projects to
DECEMBER,
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of the original Model Cities, and another
plum is yet to come, a federally financed Appalachian
Crafts and Arts Center on Center Hill Lake-many
leagues removed from Appalachia.

became one

Evins'voting record has been solidly with his party, bui
in terms of issues his position may be described as centrist.
His ADA rating in 1975 was 42 percent in contrast to
Allen's 100 percent, but his standing with the conservative
ACA was a low 30 percent. COPE's 82 percent shows his
high standing with Labor, and he did almost equally well

125
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with the NFU and the LWV. He

has

been consistent in holding down mili-

tary spending, including nerve gas,
the B-l bomber, and the ABM. Consumer organizations have given him
ratings approaching 100 percent, and
his only anti-conservation vote was to

support Ford's veto of the stripmining bill.
Evins is still remembered for his

unscheduled appearance in
Nashville's Hillsboro Church of
Christ in rebuttal to Batsell Barrett
Baxter's sermon opposing the election
of Kennedy in 1960. The visiting congressman strode to the front uninvited to urge the congregation not to
inject the religious issue into politics.

He reminded them that at Houston
REP. MARILYN LLOYD
SEN. JAMES B. ALLEN
the candidate had taken a strong
(Democrat, Tennessee)
(Democrat, Alabama)
stand for church-state separation and
holds up the ideals of submissiveness, subordination, and
had pleaded for the day when there would be neither a
silence. Yet while refusing to be identified as either pro
Catholic nor an anti-Catholic vote. It is curious that since
ERA or con-ERA, she does dislike the tactics of women's
that day the very church members who so feared aid to
parochial schools

if

strong proponents

Kennedy was elected have grown into
of state and federal aid for church

schools.

Murilrn

Lloyd in her first term has established herself as a moderately conservative Democrat,
as evidenced by her ADA rating of 32 percent and her
ACA rating of 67 percent. As a party member she voted to
override Ford's vetoes of the farm bill and the stripmining bill. The daughter of a Church of Christ preacher who
once managed Potter Orpháns Home, she displayed business acumen as cGowner and manager of a Georgia radio
station and the family's agriculture flight service company.
When her husband, Mort, a popular TV personality, was
killed in a plane crash shortly after winning the
Democratic primary, she moved positively and effectively

to obtain the committee nomination. While aided by

a

sympathy wave, she developed a strong enough campaign
on her own merits to beat fellow churchman Baker and an
independent. Since her election, she has impressively cultivated her district with an appreciative eye for smart public
relations, and has brought home the juicy political plums
that help an incumbent keep the job.
The mother of a teenage son and two older daughters,
the attractive Mrs. Lloyd in her roles as authoritative lawmaker, business executive, and public relations practitioner does not
the image of womanhood most
esteemed in the Church of Christ, in which the pulpit

fit

6
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groups supporting the amendment, and declares that she
does not think the "women-with the exception of achieving equal employment opportunities and pay-are too bad
off in our society." She lists as legislative concerns welfare
reform, unemployment, and the status of the aged.
Sen. James B. Allen is one of the few survivors among
the old-fashioned southerners of the right. At 64 he has
made himself a power in the Senate by hard work, mastery
of the rules, and expertise on parliamentary maneuvers, all
of which he employs to dig traps for social reform, welfare
legislation, and nationalsolutions to national problems. He
is the declining "king of the filibuster," his worst defeat
coming when the Senate reduced the vote to close debate

from twothirds to three-fifths. A belligerent backer of
anti-busing bills, he delayed the passage of the ERA, for
which he apparently had no strong feeling, for two years by
trying to attach an anti-busing amendment to it. Long a
member of the Wallace entourage, he has won "perfect"
scores from the arms industry lobby, as well as honor ratings from the ACA.
Although personally congenial and pleasant, Allen has

won the title of "the Senate's On+Man Wrecking Crew."
Using the fìlibuster, quorum motions, and innumerable
amendments, he blocked such legislation as a Consumer
Protection Agency and the Kennedy comprehensive tax
reform, and tied up the Senate for a solid week during the
1976 pr+adjournment rush in opposition to a civil rights
measure to enable public interest groups to recover attorney fees in damage suits. In reprisal the Senate tabled
Allen's nuclear fuel bill, Other measures which have encountered his obstruction tactics were the l8-year-old votDECEMBER.1976

ing age, postcard voter registration, and campaign fìnance
reform. His place on the political spectrum is suggested by
the fact that in 1974 he supported President Nixon on 65
percent of the Congressional Quarterly's test votes, in contrast to 39 percent by his party colleagues and 57 percent

by the Republicans.
Since he is more of a barrier to the Democratic majority

than any member of the minority, he has had to pay a
pric+denial of a coveted membership on the powerful
Judiciary Committee. His resolution to avoid any
possibility of conflicts of interest is a burning challenge to
the whole of Congress. On entering the Senate, he gave up

his law practice, sold his stocks, and refuses to accept
honoraria for speaking engagements. Although exhibiting
few of the populist leanings which have long characterized
Alabama voters, he apparently holds one of the safest
seats in Washington. A native of Gadsden, where the first
Church of Christ was started in his grandmother's home,
he was baptized at the age of twelve. The ideal values of
personal integrity and the Puritan work ethic emphasized
by the Church of Christ are conspicuously present in
Allen's public and private life.

\rl/n",.

do the eight congressmen who
past
eight years stand when comhave served during the
pared with the whole body? More as a goalong group gra-

vitating toward the right. The records of three, as
measured by rational social and humanitarian criteria,
have been deplorably reactionary. Sisk gave promise of
emerging as one of the three most influential leaders of
the House, but squandered his chance by responding to
the siren call of Sunbelt conservatism. Only one member
saw in the Vietnam war a monstrous offense against
mankind, and no more than two resisted the blandishments of the military and arms industries. This is not
surprising since their Sunbelt region thrives off the arms
traffic, their church has abandoned pacifìsm, none of its
young men joined the conscientious objector flight to
Canada, and its pulpit raised no voice of protest against
shooting Vietcong children.
The cause of the blacks and Chicanos found no positive
support in the group. On the whole, there was less than
average interest in the public sector programs, such as the

use of the budget and taxes to promote quality, fìght
poverty, build low-cost housing, create full employment,

and promote national health. The able and judicious
Thornton seemed more interested in his rural bloc and his
district's chicken factory producers than in pursuing his
brilliant predecessor's exposure of the exploitation of the
aged on Medicare. Neither civil liberties nor Jeffersonian
separation of church and state has been a matter of fìrst
priority with the eight.
DECEMBER,
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Apart from the unquestioned personal probity of its
members, in what way has a biblically oriented religion infused the thinking of the Church of Christ group in Congress? Only Allen apparently makes direct appeal to religion in sustaining his positions. This may be illustrated by
his opposition to the Comprehensive Child Development
Centers bill to provide medical, psychological, guidance,
and day-care help for the six million children of working
mothers and families at the poverty level. "It offers a sort
of hog heaven," he charged, "for those whose faith is
. only nightmares
rooted in the man-made order, but
for those who believe in a divine order." The remedy lies
in the divine institutions of home and church, he said, not
in man-made centers.
How is it that a church which has given first priority to
the "commands, examples, and necessary inferences" of
the Book, has not moved its legislators to see example
in the prophetic role of men like Amos, who thundered
his preachments against exploitative wealth, pleaded for

.

the defenseless, and called for justice to roll down like
Is the church, because it has embraced the
Calvinist ethic and the middle class status quo, to blame
because the social demands of the Nazareth Charter are
not always the foremost criteria for shaping the courses of
waters?

political action?
The fact that this congressional group is more advanced
in social perspective than the church leaders is no tribute
to the church. They do not measure up to the Restoration
firebrands of the preceding century, who were more bent
on shaping government into a compassionate and responsive instrument for dealing with human needs. Personally
"good" people do not per se constitute "Light" on Capitol
Hill. It takes vision and compassion and a prophetic commitment to the cause of the common man, whom God so
loved that he sent his son to serve him.
Nores

l. Neither Mrs. Lloyd nor Anderson were serving during the
anti-busing votes, and neither Mrs. Lloyd nor Baker were serving when the ERA was passed.
2. The Christian college campuses are hotbeds ol political conservatism and are shaping the outlook of countless students.
When Jimmy Carter came to Nashville during the recent presidential campaign, a sizable block ol students, transported in a
Belmont Church ol Christ bus, picketed the Carter speech with
Ford and Brock signs and hand-lettered signs ol questionable
taste. The church's olfìcials said that they were unaware that the
bus would be used for this purpose.
3. Congressmen are rated lavorably or unfavorably by more
than a half dozen organizations depending on how they vote on
key issues. Liberal to moderate organizations are: Americans lor
Democratic Action (ADA), Committee lor Political Education
(COPE), League of Women Voters (LWV), Consumer Federation of America (CFA), League of Conservation Voters (LCÐ,
and National Farmers Union (NFU); organizations to the right
are: Americans for Constitutional Action (ACA), National Association ol Businessmen (NAB), ancl National Security Council

u

(NSr).
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CB Evanselist First in Brotherhood--l,lith Ëhe recent upsurge of interest
in CB radios, the first fulltime CB evangelist has emerged" Many congregations have had youth ministers, educational ministers, bus minisEers, benevolent ministers, and personal workers for many years. The firs¡ CB evange1-ist has been put into the field in and around Nashville. The Church of
Christ at Dunn and Gohn is happy to report that Brother Robert Eugene Blankenship' a recent graduate of Nashvillets School of CB Evangelism, has been
added to their Outreach sËaff"

Robert Eugene finished in the middle Ehird of his graduating class of
five in the rigorous six-week program. He was most outstanding in the class
.entitled DDDT (Deciphering and Denouncing Denominational Truckers). He is
fundamentally sound and radically conrnitted Ëo the old paths--as indicated
by his personal |thandlertt "A* on the Handle.rr

This reporter recenËly interviewed Robert Eugene by phone in Nashville.
A woman answered the phone with a cheerful voice, rrchurch of Christ, Dunn
and Gohn.rr t'Maram, could I speak with broEher Robert Eugene Blankenship?"
After a brief moment of silence on the other end she said, ttoh, you mean Ax
on the Handle. He is out on the job doing personal work on I-540. Just one
moment and r'11 give you the Ax"tt suddenly through the phone r heard a
crackling, staticky, wheezing noise. ttThis is Sister Central, callíng for
the Ax, 2-38,
a deep voice,

come
ttYou

trGo ahead,

on.t' (crackle, roar, static.) Through the blur r heard
just got the Ax. Ha-ha, come on in Sister Central .tt

sirrt' Sister Central said to

me.

t'Uh, yês, Rober...er, I mean Ax, this is Billy Jack Ledbetter, staff
reporter for the Gospel Guillotine, Memphis.rr Before I could ask my first
quesLion, I was cut off by the Ax.
"You mean River city, good buddy! Hey, whatrs happ'nint in the big
City? Howrs the D.T" situation, 2-38 come on.tt

R-

rrPardon?t'

8
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rrD.T.

rs--thatrs jargon for denominational truckers. Thatt" *y specialty.tt

ttOh, real good, Axo Say, Ird like to ask you some questions about your
duties as CB Evangelist.rr I paused for a moment but he didnrt ans\^/er. rrAre
you still there, Ax?r' I said.
ItYeah, good buddy, could you give me a 2-38 when yourre over? I canrt
tell when you finish your message. t2-38 come ont means you have completed
your transmission, get it? 2-38 f.or Èhe transmission of messages, 2-38."
ItYou

wouldnrt by any chance be thinking of Acts 2:38 for the remission

of sins, would you? 2-38 over.r'

ttH"y, cíÈy slicker," he roared, ttyortre sumptnI else! How|d you
that? 2-38 over " I'
t'What are your
2-38 come on.tt

duties as the first

CB

know

evangelist in the brotherhood?

ttDetouring denominational Ëruckers off their present course of destruction onto the Kingrs rhighr way and tuning them in to the only true Channel.
And, more important, I give them a whole new rhandlef in life, 2-38 over"rr

(Crackle, static")

"Oh, I see, so as therAx on Ëhe Handlerr yourre going to ax their old
handle, right? 2-38 come on"t' (Crackle.)
I'You

got it, Billy Jack, 2-38 come onoil

ttOne

last question. How will you convert truckers once you discover
them to be on the wrong channel, 2-38t" (Crackle, snarl, roar.) Ax must
have driven into a tunnel for he was fading out fast, but I managed to hear
a few words before he was inaudible.
trThatts easy, city slicker. Irll use car washes! Run the whole
eighteen-wheeler through--huh--oh, gotta go now, good buddy. Got a D.T.
L-9, 2-38 for Dunn and Gohn.rl

on

I haventt talked with Robert Eugene since that day, but last week in a
Ax on the Handle--r'I have worked
sannr this report:
Nashville and Memphis with the disLinct old paths plea urging D.T.'s to turn
or burn. I will be in a meeting in Decatur, Alabama, next, where Ëhe
tStreakint Swordr is doing a greaL CB work. 2-35 over.t'
brotherhood paper, I

Contributed by G" Jay
Memphis, Tennessee
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Renewal in the Pulpit

The Community's Pulpit,
How Diologue Con Work
By Vic Hunter and Davíd Ottínger

Introduction:

but also an accompanying attitude shared by both

THE THEORY

With this in mind, it is interesting to note the conclusions of some students of early Christian preaching about the form taken by the gospel proclamation.
Typical is Frederick Dale Bruner, who, in examining
1 Corinthiansl2-14 for its theology of the Holy Spirit,
notes as an aside:

ln an age when the Christian church has had
almost all of its beliefs and practices scrutinized, one
of the most thoroughly and harshly examined institutions has surely been preaching. Literally hundreds

of articles and books have appeared in the last
decade in an effort to examine what Clyde Reid
called the problem of the "empty pulpit"-not the
problem of pulpits without ministers to fill them but
"the deeper and more puzzling dilemma that even
when a minister occupies the pulpit it is often
strangely empty-barren, sterile-to the man who
sits in the pew." (The Empty Pulpit, p.9.)
Despite the many critiques and examinations of
preaching, however, very little has really changed in
the pulpit. We are content, as David H. C. Read once
suggested in a sermon, to "let sleeping dogmas lie,"
and preaching as well. ln this article, we want to suggest and illustrate the use of a technique that we
believe can have great value ìn making preaching
more meaningful to the person in the pew and far
more challenging a task for the person in the pulpit.
One word the student of preaching hears a great
deal is "dialogue." Dialogue is suggested in many
prescriptions for ailing preaching as a remedy for irrelevance and disinterest. Many churches have struggled with sermons in a dialogue format, only to find
them also ineffective without the "dialogue attitude," something like Buber's l-Thou attitude, to
accompany the exchange. To be successful, dialogue
needs to be not only a format for the preaching event
Charles Ottinger leaches speech and communications at Trenton State College, Trenton, New Jersey. Former Mission edi¡or
Vic Hunter is preaching minister at the Liberty Street Church of
Christ in Trenton and a teaching minister in Field Education for
Pr ince
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minister and people.

At a time when there is rising protest against
monologous and therefore sometimes
monotonous "one man ministries" in the
churches, and when it is complained increasingly
that the preacher is one of the few remaining
public figures whose formal remarks allow no
public interrogation or discussion (even Presidents are now subjected to the discipline of public

interview), it is perhaps in order for the churches
to look here in Corinthians to their earliest structures. Perhaps the worship service should include
or append a period of thoughtful discussion

following the sermon-or sermons-in place of
the often dull and unprofitable responsive readings before it and of some of the singing which
seems to be often, at the conscious mental level at
lt would be bad
least, low level glossalalia .
history and unevangelical theology to attempt to
implement the precise Corinthian program outline

in 1 Corinthians

-14.

But the underlying intention

here, as elsewhere in Paul's thought, is sound: the
ministry, not least in the congregational meeting,

should be shared; or put in another way, there
should be ample opportunity for discussion." (A
Theology of the Holy Spirit, p. 300.)
Certainly such experiments with preaching conceal some hidden problems and perhaps could even
exacerbate some of the problems of preaching. (For
example, might not discussion in some formats shift
the centrality of the service even more from the communion table to the pulpit?) Nevertheless, our own
experience with it has been a rewarding and constructive one. What follows is one typical exchange
of viewpoints from pulpit and pew. The sermon, by
DECEMBER 1976

Vic Hunter, was given on one Sunday and the
response was delivered the next Sunday by Charles
Ottinger in an adult Sunday School class.

The Sermon
TEXT: 1 CORINTH IANS 12:'12-27
For just as the body is one and has many members, and all
the members of the body, though many, are one body, so
it is with Christ. For by one Spirit we were all baptized into
one body-Jews or Greeks, slaves or free-and all were
made to drink of one
. Now you are the body of

Spirit

Christ and individually members of it.

ln

,n" dawn's early light, the elderly
woman sipped her cup of hot tea, opened her King James
Bible (noticing that the print looked much fuzzier than it
used to), and withdrew a slip of paper from between the
Old and New Testaments. As she put the Bible down
beside her on the bed, she slipped to her knees and knelt at
her bedside altar, reaching for her eyeglasses on the night
stand. Fixing them into place, she folded her hands before
the slip of paper she had taken from the Bible and began to
pray for the people whose names she had written there the
night before.
Across town a young teacher drained his second cup of
coffee that was good to the last drop, put on hisjeanjacket
and headed into the early morning sun. It was Saturday
and he headed not for his normal school room, but to a
makeshift affair at a migrant farm workers camp. There
he would have ordinarily taught the children of the
workers the three Rs.
But today was different. He had been asked by their
parents to join in a strikþ and a march to call attention to
the substandard wages and working conditions of the
migrant community. He had wrestled with the decisionafter all, what business was it of his? But knowing both the
wages and the working conditions, he had only one choice.
Agape cannot rest in the face of human exploitation, he
reasoned. He would march. All the same, he had the feeling the "68 degree and balmy" might soon turn to a lreezing 32 degrees below zero.
Being the Saturday before Mother's Day, the group of
high school students had met to take cookies and candy
(home baked the night before at a youth party in which
the boys cooked the cookies and the girls cooked the
candy) to the local nursing home. They would spend most
of the afternoon visiting with and singing for the mothers
(and others) there who had been forgotten or were too lar
away from their families to receive a visit.
'l'he busrnessman had looked tbrward to this Saturday.
There was some work in the garden he had planned to do,
but the phone had rung about l0 o'clock and a salesman at
his company had rather haltingly asked if he could visit
with him, mumbling something about he was the only one
DECEMBER,1976

he felt he could talk to. He plugged in the coffee pot and
waited for his troubled friend to arrive.
That evening a young couple were preparing dinner fqr
another young couple-the two women had recently met
in the office complex where they both worked. The con-

versation had somehow turned to religion. After dinner
they had planned a Bible study together. There would be a
sharing of faith and before the evening was out an invita-

tion to go together to worship the next day. And, of
course, if they wished, they could stay for the fellowship
dinner and the visit to the prison afterwards, where
another worship would be offered.
In another house that evening, a group of ten or twelve
people had gathered to talk about the Christian faith. It
was a varied group, the people involved at various points
in their religious pilgrimage. But they felt that where faith
and doubt, hope and despair could mix and mingle in an
atmosphere of openness, questioning, honesty and concern, they would be the better for it.
Other things happened that Saturday evening. A middle
aged couple made their weekly visit to patients in the hospital, a young woman spent four hours at the crisis counseling telephone center, a group of parents and teachers, a
mixture of blacks and whites, met at the church building
to discuss what could be done to ease racial tensions in the
local school system-tensions heightened by the wild
rhetoric of a bigoted school board member.

ate that night the preaching minister
put the fìnishing touches on his sermon for the next day.
Much earlier in the week the exegesis had been done, the
background reading, the theological reflection, the writing.
Now was the time to reflect on the congregation and to ask
the haunting question, "Will the word of Christ be heard
tomorrow?

"

The next morning the community of believers stood
together for the call to worship. They had come together to
celebrate what had happened the þrevious week. They had
come together in memory and hope. Above all, they had

come together in recognition of grace and thus they
worshipped. The cup of wine would soon pass among
them. An elderly lady would receive the wine from a
young teacher and she in turn would pass it to the nicely
dressed businessman. He would pass it on to a young couple he had not seen before and they would pass it to the
young couple with whom they had come to worship. On
the wine would go from young to old and back to young.
From black hands to white hands, from female to male,

from rich to poor. On the wine would go, cleansing,
strengthening, reminding, renewing, proclaiming-and
life together would be felt in the presence of Jesus Christ.
For here gathered the church, a community of people
whose purpose in life was shaped by the life of the One
whose name they confessed. Called from darkness into
light by the power of God's grace, they exist to worship
and to witness. That is their purpose. In order that that
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purpose might be fulfilled, the church keeps at the center
of its life the word of God and the presence of Christ in
the Lord's supper. That is why the pattern of its life is to be
shaped today even as it was in the earliest days, by the
apostles' teaching, by fellowship, by the breaking of bread
and by prayer.
And so today the church fulfills its purpose-to worship

and to witness-through its th¡ee functions, not in flight

from the world but in its very midst.

It

functions

as

koihonia (fellowship), making visible to the world the kind
of life God intends as his kingdom is established. The caring, loving, accepting, supporting community of faitheven in its fragmentary nature-becomes a visible, tangible, and experiential sigh, pointing to the kingdom of God.
Thus it functions in kerygma-proclaiming in word and
deed the good news of Jesus Christ, heralding the faith
that meets the reality of the world and announcing that
reality had been defined too narrowly.
But, you say, the people you described were so different
from one another. The things they did were so different.
The form was different, but the function was the
same-worship and witness. Because, you see, these peo
ple drew their sustenance from the same Bible, which at
one place says, "The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not
want," and in another, "Let justice roll down like waters,
and righteousness like an ever flowing stream." They address the matters of personal faith concerns on the one
hand and social and political concerns on the other<f

preaching,

of

service,

of community---on the same

authority. They have had their purpose shaped by the great
commission and the great commandment together.
And the purpose of church, of community, is to provide
the balance. Wholeness resides in the body, not in any individual members exclusively.* They have learned the
meaning of our text today- "If the whole body were an
eye, where would be the hearing? If the whole body were
an ear, where would be the sense of smell? But as it is,
God arranged the organs in the body, each of them as he
chooses."

The Response:

MUSINGS ON A SUNDAY'S SERMON
I think your sermon raises questions worthy of exin a number of areas. You began by
describing for us various scenes of a single body of

ploration

Christians individually living out their commitments
in widely if not radically varying ways. This, it seems
to me, is healthy, for we need to rid ourselves of so
many hidden stereotypes of what Christian disciple-

* For a fruitful

discussion ol the idea that wholeness resides
in the bocly see Ernest T. Campbell, The Chri.stian Mani!Þ,sto

(New York: Harper and Row, 1970).
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ship looks like. We must see that it can be anything
from private and individual Bible study, to proclaiming the gospel message to those who do not know it,
to giving a cup of cold water in Jesus'name. Then
you drew together the individuals you had described
and showed them coming together as a single body
of Christians for the purpose of celebration, commemoration, and communion.
This is a beautiful thought, but it raises my first
question: Whence the source oÍ Christian unity? Certainly, few of us would advocate any more that it lies
in uniformity of thought and belief or uniformity of
lifestyle and choice of ministry. Still, the question
must be asked: How much diversity can any group of
still-human people tolerate in themselves and still
be a cohesive body, attractive to its members and
to the outside world? How are we to avoid what
seems so unavoidable in many human relationships-the tendency to group ourselves off with
those who are like us, who live like us, think like us,
dress like us, etc.? How much diversity can a body of
Christians really tolerate without literally coming
apart at the seams? We cannot hide this problem
under a lot of talk about love overcoming all or the
like-we need a practical way of living out the idea
of unity in diversity.
The second area of questioning seems perhaps
more important, although it draws from something
that was implicit in the sermon rather than explicit in
it. You seemed to draw the picture of each person in
the body of Christians deciding what would be his or
her best ministry and then individually following that
out wherever that leads, pausing only once a week to
report back to the group as a whole. I know you did
not mean to say that the body is only real on one day
of the week out of seven, so we can easily dispense
with that. But I am concerned that we not convey
the impression that the Christian life can be devoted
to only one or two of the aspects of discipleship. On
the contrary, I think it vitally necessary to see that every Christian life at least ideally should be a balanced
one.
The disciple who finds even his primary ministry in
one area or another cannot long remain vital in the

faith without some attention to all the other areas.
Elton Trueblood suggests in one of his books that
each Christian should strive for a balance of three
things in his or her discipleship: the inner life of
devotion, the outer life of service, and the intellectual life of a reasoned faith. Of course this is an
idealized and perhaps even stylized view of discipleship, but a real balance between the various separable aspects of Christian discipleship is nonetheless
important from my perspective. How this idea
merges or conflicts with the idea that wholeness is in
the body is something we should discuss. I am sure
you did not mean that wholeness is in the body to
the exclusion of wholeness in the individual, but
DECEMBER,
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where is the balance to be struck?
Finally, working from the text in 1 Corinthians 12,
think, without becoming bogged down in a technical or overly literal interpretation of the passage, we
ought to reconsider the whole notion of Cod giving
gifts to his children through the ministry of the Holy
Spirit. I emphatically am not calling for rehashing the
charismatic controversies that have disturbed
Churches of Christ so frequently in past years, but for
re-examining the idea that God gives certain people
gifts of special abilities to minister in one way or
another.
I

Conclusion:
REFLECT¡ONS
The formal response, happily, served as a catalyst
issues raised in

to promote lively discussion of the

both the sermon and the response. Many agreed that
the series of exchanges was among the most profitable hours they had spent in Sunday School. ln the
discussion, the process of communication is complete because the preacher receives real, palpable,
verbal feedback on what he has said to the church,
rather than stylized congratulations on "another fine
sermon" at the rear of the church building.
The format allows both male and female members
to respond to the sermons, enabling everyone to
have an equally important role in the preaching process. ln making the feedback response, the people in
the pew are given the opportunity to listen as never
before, to ask questions and to map out implications
of what has been said. Here then, we hrelieve, is one
way that the act of preaching can take on new life for
the church.
D

The Church of the
Market Place
By Jimmie Lovell

If

Jesus ever taught behind a pulpit (which in nowise he

would have hesitated to do), the Holy Spirit failed to
record it. He usually taught where he found people. And
one place he found them in any village or city, was the
market place. How can we relate this situation to that of
our local churches? How can we recapture the bustling
spirit of the market place? The answer seems very simple
and practical to me.
My answer is to recreate the market place at church.
I do not know ofa church among us that does not have
many good works in progress, even though they may be
limited to the unlocking of the churchhouse doors and
washing the communion cups (or cup). Other good works
include almost every type of congregational activity in
which Christians can become involved-I will leave it to
you to name them.
After worship one Sunday morning at my home
congregation in Torrance, California, where Robert
Marshall preaches, we set up a table in the patio having to
do with our World BibleSchool program. Other tables
soon came alive-bus work, blood bank, and so on.
What impressed us mostly about the"tables" was not

Jimmie Lovell ß best known as editor of Action, ø which he
promotes llorld Bible Study, from his home in Palos Verdes

especially what they represented, but the happy "market
place" spirit which surrounded them. There was play on
the part of the children, and laughter and good fellowship
on the part of all. Our neighbors could not help but feel the
love that existed, and it told them far better who we were
than the expensive sign which we have (John 13:35).
So, if you want the members to know what is going on,
"set up the tables" and get it out in the open where they
can see it. You will soon double any project you have going.
A letter just came from I4/. Adrin Fletcher, lMest 34th
Church in Houston."Jimmie, we took your suggestion here
and set up a table Sunday for World Bible School and the
response was overwhelming! " It will be overwhelming any
place on almost anything.

I will even go so far (heaven help us) as to suggest that
you set up a table for the contribution! There is not much
pleasure in giving a person a cup of cold water until you
note how much he enjoys it. I personally feel that no giving
carries less emotion and sense ofjoy than dropping it in a
contribution basket.
Let's let our people in on what we are doing-most of
them are ready and willing to become a part. Set up your
tables and catch again the market place spirit ofjoy and
aliveness.

!

Estates, Califomia.
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/oa Shoa(l &eØøncíngl
By Allen Holden, Jr,

Praise the Lord! Let them praise his name with dancing.
(Psalm 149:1, 3)

danger of losing even as image that which some reject

only as act. ('Reclaiming the Image," Christianity Today lSept.27,19741, p. 18.)

Why dost thou not go to church in a galliard
[a lively dance in triple time]
And come home in a coranto
[a dance with a running, gliding step?]

been primarily rational, almost to the point of ignoring our
emotions. The head has been our focus, and not the rest of

Thy very walk should be

the body. But, as Sam Keen says,

a

jig.

(Shakespeare, The Twelfth Niçht)

I could only believe in

a God who could dance.
(Friedrich Nietzsche)

To everything there is a season,
And a time for every purpose under heaven.

A time to weep, and a time to laugh;
A time to mourn, and a time to dance.
(Ecclesiastes 3:1, 4)

You should be

dancing'

(The Bee Gees)

Another problem is that our religious orientation

has

Words, concepts, doctrines, ideas are all very necessary

for clarity and consistent action. There is a time for
words. It has lasted from the Reformation to the present. Now we are sick of being inundated in an ocean of
verbiage. The word must be discovered in the flesh. Religion must return to dance. (To a Doncins God, p.160.)
Dancing is not going to come easily, though. Not only
have our churches avoided the subject, but our society as
well tends to stifle such expression of joy. Harvey Cox
points out that western society has "terribly damaged the
inner experience of Western man."

We have pressed him so hard toward useful work and
rational calculation he has all but forgotten the joy of
Many Christians have long had an aversion to dancing.
Countless sermons and tracts have been prepared on the
subject, and many churches have even organized a special
evening of entertainment to serve as an alternative to the
senior prom. Because of this orientation against contemporary dancing, those scriptures which refer to the dance
often prove embarassing. Courtney McKay observes:

of the conservative Christian's view
that the "devil approaches the heart through the door of
the toes" and "all who take part in awaltz or cotillion are
mounted for hell on the devil's own pillion," we are in

Perhaps because

To
ecstatic celebration and free imagination .
become fully human, Western industrial man must

learn again to dance and to dream. (Quoted by Ben Patterson, in "Shall We Dance," Wittenburg Door [IuneJuly, 19731, pp. 2-3.)
Dancing is by no means a recent phenomena. In many
societies, dances were conducted in conjunction with war,
hunting, marriage, and birth. It was an attempt to express
bodily such feelings as praise, penitence, and prayer. The
Hebrews danced, although the form was more a procession of exuberant people, often accompanied by singing,
musical instruments, and clapping of hands.
Actually, the Bible might be read from cover to cover as
a chronicle of dancing. The creation story is a tale of a God
who truly had a blast making the world. He walked in the

Allen Hr¡lden, Jr., is !ransportation planning engineer J'or the
city oJ Fort Worth, Texas and a candidate .for the MS degree in

Transportation Engineering, from the University of Texas at
Arlington. He i.s o memher oJ' the Park Row Church of Chri.st in

garden with his people, looked at what he had made,
smiled, and said, "This is goodt" Not only was creation ân
act of power, but it was a dance of love and celebration as

Arl¡nglon.

well.
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From Adam to Jesus, dancing was a

common
phenomena. Adam, Noah, Sarah, and Joseph all experienced that raw joy which comes from Yahweh. After
the Israelites were safely guided through the Red Sea and
saved from the Egyptians, Miriam "took a timbrel in her
hand, and all the women went out after her with timbrels
and dancing." And they sang a song which undoubtedly
topped the local charts that year:
Sing to the Lord, for he has triumphed gloriously;
The horse and his rider he has thrown into the sea.
(Exodus l5:21)

ll,ot,

the most celebrated

dance

God's almighty presence he felt no sense of

shame

The oil of gladness flowed that day, it quickened every
part
He had not only dancing feet, he had a dancing
heart.

The psalms, prophets and historical literature are filled
with exciting accounts of praise and thanksgiving-dances
by people too excited to sit still in their pews and sing The
Doxology.

Although the Israelites were a nation of celebrants, it
took Jesus to teach the world how to get out on the dance
floor and really boogie to the music. If there was ever a
man who enjoyed life and celebrated it to the fullest, it was
he. Instead of only frequenting the lectureships and gospel
meetings, he was always going to parties, weddings, feasts,

and get-togethers, often with some of the raunchiest
characters in town.
I find it significant that Christ's fìrst miracle was not
creating a copy of the Torah for every home, but was
rather making wine for a wedding feast. His popularity was
due, in part, to the fact that he was a good story-teller, able

to laugh at the ironies of life and the foibles of man. He
played with kids, enjoyed the outdoors, and knew how to
have a good time. In fact, he and his band of followers
gained such a reputation that people were moved to ask
him, "Why don't you and your disciples fast? " In other
words, "How come you guys ignore the religious rituals so
much-why aren't you in Vacation Bible School like the
rest of us? " So notorious were his goings-on that he was
accused by the church leaders and editors of his day of
being a drunkard and glutton.
Even the stories he told aimed at teaching people to
smile, langh, or jump for joy. The kingclom, he said, is like
a wedding feast. When you lìnd the kingdom, it's like findDECEN4BER,1976

ment!
Perhaps the best contemporary portrayal of Jesus and
his lollowers is in the play and movie, "Godspell." There
was a special camaraderie there. Each disciple had a little
sign that was special between him or her and the Mastera handshake
a nod
a wink
a motion

festival occurred when David was transporting the Ark of
God. According to the text, "David danced before the
Lord with all his might . . leaping and dancing before
the Lord" (2 Samuel 6:14,16). As a contemporary spiritual
song describes it,
David danced before the Lord to magnify his name

In

ing that coin you thought you had lost, or the sheep that
you'd been searching for, or that perfect pearl you had
spent your life searching for. In his story of the boy who
had run away lrom home, he describes the party they
threw when the son fìnally returned home-the local band
played, there was food and drink for all, and they danced
until the wee hours of the morning. Now that's entertain-

which was theirs alone. The most touching part was the
Last Supper scene, when Jesus said goodbye to each disci-

ple with their special sign.
Because of this bond, there was real learning going on.
Instead ofsitting in a classroom studying church organization, they were following the Lord of the dance. A couple
of years of dancing to life and celebrating God prepared
them far better than Jerusalem Christian College or
Nazareth School of Preaching could have. With a foundation like that, the disciples could lead others in the procession along the straight and narrow dance floor. And, after
all, isn't that what the good news is all about? As Ben Par
terson puts it,

I believe that the whole Gospel story can be summed up
and understood in terms of a God who, in Jesus Christ,
has walked among the dancers and attempted to get a
few, and then a few more together to start really danc.
ing again. ('Shall We Dance? " op ciÍ.)

I
I n,, oun.,ng we're discussing is clearly
much more than our contemporaries think of when the
term is used. It might do all of us a lot of good to get out
on a dance floor and really let loose, learning how to use
our bodies to better express our emotions. But whether
you ever go to the local disco and shake to the music of K.
C. and the Sunshine Band is not really the point. Genuine
dancing is, at its core, real Christian celebration. When we
come to God, we are empowered with the very Spirit of
God, and one of the fruits of that Spirit is 7b.¡r-raucous
celebrating of God's life in and among us. As is sung in
many churches today,

The Holy Ghost will set your feet a-dancing
The Holy Ghost will thrill you through and through
The Holy Ghost will set your feet a-dancing
And set your heart a-dancing too.
We can now hear the sweet music of salvation by gracewe are valuable in the sight of God. Our only response to
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that beat is (in the words of Three Dog Night) to
Celebrate! Celebrate!
Dance to the music.

ghetto.

Now, life itself is cause for celebration. Instead of dread
and despair, we now have hope and happiness, for God is
in charge of the world, and we can see his hand all around
us. As Rare Earth sings,
I just want to celebrate another day of living;
I just want to celebrate another day of life!
Some might protest that dancing is just an attempt to ig-

nore the problems all around us. But, as Jim Reynolds
points out:
Celebration is not a denial of tragedy, but an affìrmation
that tragedy is not the last word. Celebration is not a
mask of "happiness," but an affìrmation of God's
vitality in our midst. Celebration is intimately and
uproariously reverent in the sense of being the only ap
propriate response to the dancing God of the gospel.

('Life

not only in the sanctuary, but on the street;
not just in the assembly, but on the assembly line;
not only in the holy of holies, but in the hell of the

as Celebration," Mission [Jan., 1973],

p.8.)

Nor do we ignore the world around us when we dance.
Genuine worship is not limited by time or place. Real
homage is paid to God

Let's "keep on dancing," but let's dance in the streets
well as in the aisles!

as

For, in the fìnal analysis, our faith must be put to the
acid test-it must be lived. It matters not how good our
theology is, or how well we have discovered the correct interpretation of the Bible; sooner or later, we'll have to
answer the question, "Did your faith ever cause you to
dance? " Our task as disciples is to spread the word that
following the Christ can be the kind of liberating, victorious, exciting venture that causes you to let loose, kick
up your heels, and dance for joyl As Bruce Larson reminds
us, "The church is full of people of faith asking us to teach
them to dance." (Ask Me to Dance, p. 103.)
Shall we dance?

"Dance, dance, wherever you may be.
I am the Lord of the dance,"said he.
"And I'll lead you all, wherever you may be,
And I'll lead you all in the dance," said he.
D

Coming Next Month:
The genesis of a new year is a good time
to reflect on our own beginnings. In the
January issue:

Allan J. McNicol writes of "Man: God's
Darling or an Afterthought ?" as he makes
an enquiry into Genesis 1-3.
Jay Treat discusses "Woman in Genesis

1-3."

And Cline Davis asks, "What Is Genesis
Really About?"
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\ryhy Not Take
History Seriousty?
No field of study is more neglected in Church of Christ
ministerial training than the fìeld of church history. For
many of our ministers it would be a rude shock, as it was
for me several years ago, to read Professor David E. Harrell's second volume, The Social Sources of Division in the
Disciples of Christ, 1865-1900. There I read of my own religious heritage in the late nineteenth century, but it was a
heritage I would never have recognized had it not been
labeled, "Southern Disciples." For in those pages Professor
Harrell tells a tale of social and political dissent which

would startle,

if

not offend, many members of

the

Churches of Christ today.

For example, Harrell tells how Churches of Christ,
following the Civil War, refused to support both blue laws
and the Prohibition Movement. The theological rationale
was simple: the kingdom of Christ was not the kingdom of
this world, and to force the morality of Christ, as they understood it, on the world made no sense to them at all. As
one writer in the Gospel Advocate argued, "Christianity requires the observance of that day lSunday] by those who
have become Christians, but this is not a Christian nation
by any means."
Or again, when northern disciples became agitated over
Roman Catholicism in America and lent considerable support to the American Protective Association, an organization synonymous with the anti-Catholic agitation of the
1890s, southern Churches of Christ expressed little interest in the movement at all. As Fletcher Srygley wryly
observed, "When the American Protective Association
saves the country from the Catholics, the problem willbe
to save the country from the American Protective Association." Or again, while many Disciples were concerned to
evangelize the cities of the North in order to preserve "our
free institutions," southern Churches of Christ were not
concerned with preserving American or un-American institutions, but rather with building up the kingdom of God
as they understood it.
While one might argue that these southern Churches of
Christ were extremely parochial, that their understanding
of the kingdom of God was often limited and distorted,
and that their tendency to absolutize dissent was irresponRichard T. Hughes, .former ass¡stont professor of Religion at
Pepperdine University, Malibu, California, will become associate
professor of Religious Studies al Soulhwest Missouri State
University, Springlfield, Missouri, in January.
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sible both politically and ethically, these churches
nevertheless remind us of a strong and beautiful heritage.
Yet it is a heritage that has long since, for the most part,
been lost.

But to point to the disappearance of this heritage is to
point, at the same time, to a paradox that has devastating
implications for the ongoing life and vitality of the
Churches of Christ in America. That paradox may be put
in the form of a question: How is it that a church which
seeks to model itself on the life and practice of the primi-

tive, aspostolic communities can often find itself so
thoroughly at home in today's world? And to draw the
paradox even more sharply, how is it that many of us in
the Churches of Christ can be so thoroughly confident
that we have reproduced the churches of the apostolic age,
when our lifestyle and our social and political values so
often betray us? In other words, the paradox draws its life
from the fact that so few of us see that there is a paradox
to be concerned about at all.

All of this raises, I think, an interesting question: How
did we arrive at such a thorough-going acculturation when
our post-CivilWar roots are embedded in such radical dissent? Preliminary to that question, however, is another:
What underlying asumptions, what inner structures of
thinking and meaning, have permitted this change to take
place and this paradox to develop? I would suggest that
the seeds of our unwitting acculturation may be found in
the way in which we, as well as a host of other Americans,
have commonly understood primitivism, or the restoration theme. It also seems clear that a responsible ministry
must engage in this sort of historical analysis if it is to
assist the church in being "in" but not "ol' the world.
To be sure, primitivism has been germane to the American experience, but the point to be noted is the kind or
type of primitivism that has prevailed. Chiefly, it has been
a primitivism that has refused to take history seriously but
rather has focused on the pure beginnings, best symbolized
by Adam, the Garden of Eden, or possibly by Jesus, and
the contemporary present. This American preoccupation
with the primitive and the present is understandable when
viewed against the backdrop of the centuries of European
corruption and oppression which immigrants to America
typically have sought to escape. This syndrome was partic-

ularly true of the age of Alexander Campbell. R, W.

B.

Lewis writes of that age that
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Creator's hands, fresh, pure, and strong.

which prior tragedies and entanglements monotonously
prepared for the newborn European. (The American
Adam, p. 41.)
Similarly, Sidney E. Mead writes of the same period that
one of its dominant characteristics was its "sense of

of the primordium, primitive man periodically

historylessness," that is,

the idea of pure and normative beginnings to which
return was possible; the idea that the intervening history
was largely that of aberrations and corruptions which
was better ignored; and the idea of building anew in the
American wilderness on the true and ancient foundations. (The Lively Experiment, p. I11.)

his, as I understand it, is exactly what
Alexander Campbell and other early nineteenth century
leaders of the Restoration Movement were attempting to
do with reference to the church. The corruptions of Euro
pean Christendom were to be eclipsed, and the purity of
the fìrst Ch¡istian age was to be recovered. Since the days
of those early fathers, our movement has paid precious little attention to history. The present age, whatever the
period, has always been regarded as important since that,
after all, is the age in which one lives. And the first age has
been judged important since that age is understood as normative. But the vast history of the church between the
New Testament period and the present has largely been irrelevant to the concerns of the Churches of Christ. What
Sidney Mead wrote of the nation is equally applicable to

the church; namely, "that the intervening history

was

largely that of aberrations and corruptions which was better ignored." Thus, in Bible departments in colleges and
universities related to the Churches of Christ, one finds
the history of Christianity occupying an unmistakably
lower rung on the educational ladder, with biblical studies
reigning supreme. This, of course, is only normal, since it is
the Bible, and not church history, that informs us of that
first age that is considered nornrative.
But what are the theological implications of our relative
neglect of Christian history? One can more easily grasp
the broader implications if one looks at the larger history
of the primitivist theme. To understand primitivism with-

broader framework, I have found the works of
Mircea Eliade, the historian of primitivist religions, immensely helpful. According to Eliade, one of the leading
characteristics of primitive religions was the ever-present
tendency of their adherents to identify with the purity of
the first age, an age that Eliade calls the "primordium."
Because of primitive man's acute awareness of his frailty,

in this

helplessness in and before the universe, and his
finitude, Eliade writes, he
desires to recover the active presence of the gods; he
also desires to live in the world as it came from the

his
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is the
nostalgia for the perfecÍion of beginmngs that chiefly explains the periodical return ¡r? illo tempore. (The Sacred
and the Profane, p.92.)

the American [of the early nineteenth century] was to

be acknowledged in his complete emancipation from
the history of mankind. He was to be recognized now
for what he was-a new Adam, miraculously free of
family and race, untouched by those dismal conditions

n this effort to recover the perfection
repeated,

through festivals and rituals, what he perceived to be the
original, creative activity of the gods. In this way, the gods
became contemporary, and primitive man felt that he had
escaped his finitude and had become, at least for a fleeting
moment, divine.
Three points are important to notice here. First, while
there are vast differences between the primitive religions

and the Christian faith, most notably the difference between polytheism and monotheism, it is nevertheless true
that many religions possess a time of pure beginnings that
is in some sense normative. Christianity is one of these religions.

Second, the primordium is not necessarily the time of
actualbeginnings. It is rather the time of perceived beginnings, the time that inaugurates our time. One could
strongly argue, then, that the primordium of Christian
history is the age of the primitive church. If this be true,
then adherents to the Restoration Movement are engaged
in an ongoing religious rite which bears remarkable structural similarities to the efforts of the primitives to recover
the purity and freshness of the primordium when the
world was still undefiled and unpolluted, fr'esh from the
hands of the gods.r
The third point to notice is a point that has been implicit
in the foregoing discussion: the primordium of religious
man is valued not because it is ancient or original, but
rather because of its exceedingly close relationship to the
gods and because it therefore symbolizes purity and inno
cence. The primordium is the time of the deity's creative
activity, and each successive day places one that much
further from a first hand relationship to innocence and the

divine. Thus, the effort to return to the primordium is
preeminently a religious act in which the devotee seeks to
escape his sinfulness and his fìnitude and to establish his

innocence by identifying with the gods themselves.

plications,

I

4,,

of this bears the most interesting imthink, for the Restoration Movement, for it

provides us with a larger phenomenological framework
from which to view ourselves. This larger framework suggests at least two possible ways of understanding the
restorationist enterprise.
The fìrst conception, drawn immediately from Eliade's
insights, is one in which the primordium becomes a perfect age with which one virtually identifìes himself. The
adherent to this conception ignores history because he
feels himself set apart from history. He is at one with the
perfection of the íìrst age lather than with tlte finitude and
frailties of human history. Moreover, since he has idenDECEMBER.1976

tified himself with the perfection of the fìrnìt age, he himself has become ¡rerfect and self-reliant, without neerl of
the grace of'God or of justilìcation breaking in upon him.
from the outside. In the most extrenle version of this conception, the devotee has lost sight both ol his own finitucle
and sinfulness, on the one hand, and ol'the sovereignty of'
God, on the other, since through his virtual iclentifìcation
with the fìrst age, he himself has become Gocl-like in his
pretensions.

Since this conception, in various degrees and forms,
characterized so much American thinking in the first half
of the nìneteenth century, it is not surprising that of all the
orthodox doctrines carried over into American Christianity, none was rejected more vehemently in thât period
than the notion of original sin. Whatever the early nineteenth century American conceivecl himself to be, he was
convinced that he was not a sinner. He rather was a new
Adam, fresh and innocent, at one with the primorclium,
and alienated from the frailties of the human race. This
conception, I suspect, has carried over into twentieth century American life, both secular and ecclesiastical, more
than we might want to admit.
The second conception of the restorationist enterprisoactually the opposite of the fìrst-holds that the primor-

dium is not a perfect first age with which one virtually
identifìes himself, but rather that it is a beacon that calls
and beckons him daily to greater purity in life, morals, and
religious practice, and that also stands in juclgment upon

him when he fails. This particular conception of

the

restorationist task is one that, by definition, takes history

that the fìrst generation Restorers, especially Alexander
Campbell in his later years, most closely conformed to the
first conception wherein one largely identifies his own age
with the primorclium. This is not to suggest that Campbell
imagined himself a gocl. He clid not. Nor do I intend to
fault Campbell for his understandings. He was clearly a
man of his time, and stood witlr one foot in the Christian
primordium of the apostolic age and the other in the impending millemium. The history that intervened between
the first age and the last age was, to Can-rpbell's mind,
largely corrupt or irrelevant or both.2 Given the predispositions both of Campbell and ol his time, Sidney Mead
regards it as
notable that the rnost successful of the definitely
Christian incligenous denominations in America, the

It

Disciples of Christ, grew out of the idea of a "new rel'oLmation" to be based, not on new insights, but on a
"restoration" of the practices of the New Testament
church. (The Lively Ex¡teriment, p, 1l l.)
was precisely because Campbell so clearly iclentified his

own age with the Christian plimordium that, late in his
life, he could so easily confuse the American Republic with
the Christian faith.3
Flowever, when one turns to our more immediate ancestors, the fathers of the Churches of Christ in the postCivil War South, one encounters a somewhat different
orientation. Men like David Lipscomb and Tolbert Fanning did not ignore history because they considered it ir,
relevant. They rather fled from history because history
had dealt them a mortal blow through the ordeal of the

Whatever the early nineteentl"l century Ame¡,ican conce¡ved
himself to be, he was convinced that he was rìot a s¡nner.
l-le rather was a new Adam, fresh and innocent.
seriously. That is to say, the first age, thus conceived, is a
constânt reminder that human life ancl history l'all lar
short of their ideals, ând that no age, save that symbolic
first age can possibly approximate the perfection ancl inno.
oence to which we aspire. Within this context, all human
history is finite, including our own age and all ¡rrevious
ages. Thus, one studies history seriously and diligently,
beeause one knows that his own self, his own time, and his
own church are bound up with the vicissitudes of history,
and that one cân never, in this life, escape the arnbiguities
of the human situation. Redemption, in this scheme,
comes not fiom one's iclentifìcation with the primorclium,
but rather flom one's sense ol alienation lrom both the
primordium and the God of primordium and the fbrgiveness and âcceptance that comes lrom a transcendont
souree outsirJe one's self. In Christian terms, of course,
that transeendent source is God proclaiming redemption
for humankind through his son, Jesus the Christ,
Given these two conceptions, it rnay be helpful to inquire as to which of them our forelathers in the Restoration Movement most closely confbrmed. I am convincecl
DECEMBER 1 976

Civil War. They sought to transcend the trials of their
times by taking r"efuge in the ChListian prin-rordium which,
they were convincecl, would ultimately triurnph over the
principalities and powers of'this world.
While they flecl from history, they neverlheiess had experiencecl history, anrl since they louncl it harsh in its
reality rather than irrelevant, they were conf irmed in their
allegiance to the first century church which beamed forth
to them the ideals of peace and righteousness to which
they aspirecl. Since they had ex¡rerieneed the full wrath of
human history, they were prevented from identifying their
own ago with the primordium. 'Ihey ccrtainly knew better
fhan that. And they also knew the diflerence between the
church and the world. They sought to conform their own
church to the model of the apostolic age, but they knew
that that model would never fit the world at large. Irr contrast to Alexander Campbell, they knew, as fhe Advocate
writer noted, that "this is not a Christian nation by any
means."
All of this suggests that our forefàthers f'rom the postCivil War South left us a double ¿rnd sonrewhaf- contracllc-
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tory heritage. On the one hand, they bequeathed to us an
awareness that human history is frail and finite and virtually unredemptive, an awareness that drove them back
to the Christian primordium which, to their minds, stood
outside of human history as a model of peace and righteousness. But instead of living within the imperlections of
human history while at the same time striving after the
symbolic perfection of that first age, they sought to escape
human history by taking refuge in the fìrst age.
Churches of Christ, since that time, have continued to
take refuge in and to identify with the fìrst age. But the
gap between the first age and the present, of which our late
nineteenth century fathers were so acutely aware, has in-

Testament which mediates it to us. But on the other hand,
taking our own history seriously is the first step toward an
awareness that God is God and that he stands in judgment
upon this world and upon all its ways and means and
understandings, for taking history seriously means staring

our own finitude fully in the face.
My guess is that there is likely a very close connection
between the loss of the study of history in our modern
culture and the contemporary, widespread loss of a sense
of the transcendent. For the most part, contemporary
Americans are bereft of any sense of debt or obligation to
the past. The tragedy is that where there is no sense of the
past, there often is no sense of fìnitude; where there is no

Where there is no sense of the past there is no sense of f¡n¡tude;
where there is no sense of finitude, there is no sense of iudgment;
where there is no sense of judgment, there is no sense of the transcendent.
creasingly'been obscured from our view. We increasingly
have returned, once again, half circle, to the position that
characterized the late Alexander Campbell, namely that

contemporary American life and the Christain primordium are not really all that far apart. This is the only way
that I am able to explain the paradox with which we first
began. That is to say, when a church that proclaims itself
governed by the Christain primordium can, at times, find

itself comfortable and at home in the contemporary
cultural, political, and moral climate, then one is led to
wonder if that church has not so identified itself with the
primordium that the primordium now exerts a thoroughly
justifying rather than a judging effect on the life of that
church. In other words, is it possible that the first age of
the Christian faith no longer calls us to perfection, but
rather serves to assure us that we have achieved perfection
even in the midst of our participation in the principalities
and powers of this present age?

If this, indeed, is the case, even to a partial degree, then
certainly our neglect of history has been a contributing factor. To be sure, not only do we tend to neglect the larger
history of Christendom, but we even tend to neglect the
history of our own particular movement. Many churches

are quick to say that they don't want to hear about
Campbell, Stone, or Lipscomb; rather, they only want to
hear of Peter, Paul, and Jesus. While such interest in the
New Testament is commendable, the corollary lack of interest in our own history is fatal.
is fatal since, in the first place, we forget that even our
approach to the New Testament is colored and sometimes

It

even determined by our history. And it is fatal in the second place since it enables us to ignore our frail and human
roots and to become demonic in our own righteousness. In
particular, we run the risk of becoming demonic in our
conviction of our own righteousness with respect to our
understanding of the Chistian primordium and the New
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sense of fìnitude, there is no sense ofjudgment; and where

there is no sense of judgment, there is no sense of the
transcendent. And so this generation rushes headlong into
the abyss of its own finite contemporaneity-an idol made
with its own hands.
But in such a culture, the church which also has forgotten its history is no alien. Rather it is quite at home, so
much so that it has no more ability to scrutinize the culture
from afar than has the culture itself. And herein lies the
cultural paradox of one form of restorationism: the church
that is not a part of this age but of the primordium instead,
becomes unwittingly a creature of the present because it
fails to take its own past seriously. That church has been
rendered impotent in this present age without knowing it.
Indeed, when a restorationist church finds itself so much
at home in the present world that it is unable to bear witness against the principalities and powers of injustice, gross
materialism, and the use and abuse of humanity to serve
personal power and pragmatic ends, then that church has
unwittingly given up its restorationist foundations and has
lost its reason for a unique and separate existence.
Norss

l. It must be noted, of course, as Eliade takes pains to point

out, that one diflerence between the primitives and the Christian faith is that the lormer holds to a cyclical conception of time
while the latter holds to a linear conception. Typically, in the
linear conception, the primordium is repeated only once, namely
at the millennium. whereas in the cyclical conception, the pri-

mordium is repeated annually. In this respect, at least, one might
argue that adherents to the Christian restorationist theme bear a

closer similarity to the primitive conception of time than to the
modern understanoins.
Z- Rrihâid T. HriÀfies, "Alexander Campbell and the Millennium," Mission (June, 1976), p.10.
3. Ibid., pp. l0-ll. CL Huglres, "From Primitive Church to
Civil Religiòñ: The Millennial Odyssey of Alexander Campbell,"
Journal of the American Academy of Religion (March, 1976),

pp. 96-10l; and G. Danner, "A History of Interpretation of
Revelation 20:1-10 in the Restoration Movement," Restoration
Quarterly, vol. 7, no. 4 (4th quarter, 1963), pp. 217-35.
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Any 'Voices' for the Seventies?
All year we have been aware of the anniversary olour country's birth. This year

is also the tenth anniversary of a very

Like the paradoxes of
history, the sensationalism of one o[ these
two events causes it to overshadow the
less sensational one. But the lesser one
can also make history. The problem with
the Bicentennial is not so much that it has
cost unestimated millions, but that, like
big party, when it's over, it's
special book.

:T:.o,n"r

his Lord calling him to a higher and
nobler walk, this small volume oflers
positive direction.
The prophetic words of Robert Meyers,
editor of the volume, are blatantly true in

these times.

In his essay "Between Two

Worlds" he says: "Thousands
Churches

of

in

the
Christ are proloundly dis-

turbed already by the aridity which

Ten years ago some brave men and
women decided to speak out against the
tyranny ol a religious oligarchy. Voices of
Concern, edited by Robert Meyers and
published by Mission Messenger, ap
peared in 1966 to make what might seem

to be a small impact on the minds ol
thinking people in the Church of Christ.
The editor makes it clear that some who
were asked to contribute articles would
not do so, feeling that those who most
needed their honest reflections would
never read them.
Many things have changed in ten years,
especially the receptiveness ol disillusioned members ol the Church of Christ.
(Perhaps one increases in direct proportion to the other.) This may be a foolhardy attempt to run ahead of Providence, but it seems to be time for Voices

of Concern to be heard

again.

honest, and yet so positive, that
1
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authoritarianism produces." Some of us
were mere children when these words
were penned. Some of us have had to

in this decade,
of you experienced your
awakening in the sixties, or perhaps
brave the lonely paths

while many

earlier.

College campuses are crawling with
young people who need a volume like
Voices of Concern. I can hear some good
brother object in typical fashion,,.All they
need is the Word of God! " Precisely! And
this is what has happened. Some ol us
made the "mistake" of sitting at the leet
of Jesus instead of some Church of Christ
biggie. Now what? We find the kingdom

ol God to be a big, beautiful family of
Spirit-ñlled Christians, but this insight
olten leads to our being labeled as..dangerous liberals."
As I write, I realize that this is a con-

il

ol

the past lor many ol you. But
what about those of us who are just now
struggling with this awareness? Apathy is
much too high a price to pay for having
dared to question the party creed. This is
the sad part. Many will experience growth
from seed-faith to dynamic faith. But
cern

The first time this book came to my attention, I was a Bible major at one ol the
Church ol Christ colleges. In one class,
the students were required to read the oflicial brotherhood refutation ol Voices oJ
Concern. However, the reading of Voices
of Concern itsell was taboo. I now know
why. Warning: this book is so clear and so
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anyone is waning in love lor the "True
Church," he should not read its powerful
contents. If, however, an individual fìnds

really is what the New Testament teaches,
then you can have it." Familiar?
So many times, bitterness seems to accompany this new awareness. It is easy to
be bitter toward the system which once
stifled our lreedom in Christ Jesus. But is
bitternqss really so inevitable? Reading
Voices of Concern can help some to
understand the often diffìcult road to

truth. In many cases it has resulted in balance and perspective, at a time when ìt is
so easy to swing to libertinism and other

lor the possibility of an
honest and effective life and ministry
inside the Church ol Christ; and, perextremes; hope

haps most important, exemplary attitudes

ol sympathy and real concern lor

those
trapped in the system.
After ten years, Voices oJ' Concern is

needed by another generation. I firmly
believe that the Holy Spirit is working
among Churches of Christ today. But can
we let those who are on the border be-

tween service and separation leel

as

though they are lone and helpless strugglers? The words of Meyers in the introductory remarks are even more true
today. "The hour is propitious lor suggesting remedies and lor trusting the divine
energy in the seed of truth."
In short, isn't it time for someone to
seriously consider publishing a second edi-

tion

of

Voices

of

Concern?

u.-or.ir,Gi.BniEåä!

ln Praise of Pepperdine
The September issue ol M¡'sslon carried

a

thought-provoking article

on

Pepper-

dine University written by Pepperdine's
president, Bill Banowsky. Dr. Banowsky

there are many who will, somewhere

presented the ideals and accomplishments
of Pepperdine in a most articulate manner. The tone ol the president's remarks,

along the way, be disillusioned ancl discouraged to the point ol apathy. .,lf that

perhaps, needs not have been as
apologetic as it was, In my view, Pepper-
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dine University has many unique

ac-

complishments; this includes a long histo
ry of service to ALL mankind unmatched

by any other Church of Christ college.

The unusual foresight of its founder,
Mr. George Pepperdine, in drawing up a
blueprint that specilied that the college be
organically separate from the church has
given the school a tradition ol service to

ol every race. It should be remembered that until the late sixties, Christian
colleges by and large accepted white students only.
people

The author was one ol those unfortunate members of the church who were re.iected by some of the major Christian colleges because he is non-white. It was only
Pepperdine University that accepted him.

Admittedly, the Christian colleges have
now opened their doors to all races; but
think ol the opportunities of service that
they lost due to their having narrowly
delined the segment ol the human race
that they chose to serve!
I suppose that lor historical reasons, the
conventional wisdom ol the era when

most Christian colleges were lounded required exclusion ol certain races lrom all
better known Christian colleges; but Pepperdine was not lounded on a principle ol
either racial or theological apartheid. The
vision ol Mr. Pepperdine will continue to
be acclaimed for generations to come. I
became a Christian because I attended a

Church of Christ school that

accepted

ol

varied religious affiliations.
History will prove over and over again

students

The "Editor's Note" preceding

well as large numbers ol students and
faculty, -who are not members ol the
church, because today's conventional
wisdom equates such inclusion with religious liberalism and permissiveness. It
should be pointed out that Pepperdine
and other Christian schools are being
lorced to hire non-Church of Christ
faculty members because some church
members choose to teach at non-church
universities. In general, Christian colleges
lail to attract a certain segment of Chris-
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of Christ student body is probably one ol
the most challenging in the brotherhood. I
am sure that they will overcome whatever
problems with which they presently have
to contend.

Dr.

Banowsky's article raises, among others,
the question of the legitimacy ol right
wing politics at the Pepperdine campus as
another area ol concern. From time to
time one hears about tendencies in this direction at Pepperdine. While this author
can see the right ol some members ol the
Pepperdine University community, including its administrators, to be actively
involved in right-wing politics, he would
wish that Pepperdine University as a
center of higher learning not be identified
exclusively with right-wing or left-wing
ideological purity. As an alumnus ol Pepperdine I would urge restraint on the part
ol the university in trying to carve out a
single political mold. In final analysis, the
interests ol the academic excellence for
which Pepperdine is known, are best
served by those eflorts that the university
makes in providing an environment in
which the freedom of both ideological and
intellectual inquiry promotes the eternal
quest lor knowledge and truth.

CsnrsJ. Cs¡rseNce
University of Michigan
Dearborn

Thank you, Pepperdine

I believe

Banowsky's lucid account

of

"The

Spiritual Mission ol Pepperdine University" (Sept. issue) aflirms the reality that
there are Christians in other churches;
that there are Christians in other
churches who serve on the faculty with
dedication; that there are Christians in
other churches who act on the board of
regents with a commitment spiritual and
sincere.

Thank you, Mission, Thank you, Pep
perdine.
AUDREY WRIGHT
Toronto, Canada

We Need You, Missíon
Thank you lor maintaining an avenue
where everyone is lree to express his
thoughts, whether they be liberal or con-

Banowsky's administration and the Pep
perdine laculty need both our material
and moral support as they attempt to

servative. The Body defìnitely needs you.
Perhaps with this lree exchange of ideas,
more unity may come about.

serve God and mankind under the
dillicult linancial problems which currently plague every university in the

Alexander Campbell coined

the phræe, "Christians only but not'the
only Christians." It seems to me that Bill

In conclusion I leel that President

na-

Geoncs Hnnr

tion. Their educational ministry at a cam-

Valdosta, Georgia

that the Pepperdine approach to Christian
education is one that will stand the test ol
time.

It seems that Pepperdine is currently
being unfairly criticized for having in its
ranks members ol the board ol regents, as

pus that has a predominantly non-Church

tian students and prolessors because these
colleges cannot compete with the research
facilities and opportunities available at
state universities.
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I certify that the statements made by me above are correcl and complete
(s) Ron Durham

DECEÍ\4BER 1976

CURRGN
She had selected her own coffìn and tombstone, my
aunt had, after burying her husband in the summer. So her
own grave was virtualiy ready to receive her when she died
last month. She had dutifully followed the advice of the
funeral home ads*the service, like the grave marker, was
pre-arranged.
So I shivered there by the graveside, not just from the
wintry wind that whipped across the high plains country,

but from the eerie feeling that we were all puppets acting
out a pre-arranged plot. For death itself, I thought, is the
ultimate pre-arrangement, â cleverly planned self-clestruct
device built into genes and tissue and mental capacities.
Our steps pound a treadmill timed to run down, soon or
late. Our seasons change inexclrably toward a final Winter.
The motion of our machinery is anything but perpetual.
But death at this time of the year somehow loses some
of its foreboding in the lace ol the sheer joy of the season
to follow. I think that the calendar gremlins who, erroneously enough, set Christ's birthday in the Wintel were
actually angels in disguise. They played a prank on nature's
cold orientation toward death, impishly interrupting the
death of the year with the Birth of the ages.
DFCEMBER 1976

ThNË

CþIRISTMAS TRICK

For Bethlehern implanted in the world a new genetic
code, strangely reversing the old timing. Dead Winter
works the wonder of new life; humanity, for all its failing
health, receives an injection of divinity; and the anthems
of angels drown out the demons' dirges.
So it seemed not the least disrespectful, upon returning
from the cemetery, to fìnd ourselves chatting almost happily, and even laughing softly now and then. Mixed in an
almost festive mood were pleasant memories of my aunt,
warmed-over family jokes, one nephew planning a wedding, another buying a house, plans for Christmas gatherings. I am sure my aunt's ghost smiled with us at the trick
we were playing on what is toohighly advertised as the

Grim Reaper.
I think that I and the wife of rny youth may also
purchase a plot one day, with all available pÍe-arrângements. But it will not be just to make things simpler fbr
our survivors. It will also be for a joke--an ironic
acknowledgment of Winter only to affirm, with a Santalike twinkie in our eyes, that against death's pre-arrangements we have been reprogrammed to live again.
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